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(ABSTRACT)

Scheduling is one of the most important functions in a factory and it is determining when and

with what resources jobs should be accomplished. An important factor that affects the

scheduling of jobs is the dynamic variation of factory status. Existing computer based sched-

uling systems do not address the need of making effective decisions dynamically with the

variations in factory status. Traditionally, Operations Research techniques have provided an

effective tool in solving manufacturing planning problems. But these methods have not been

able to effectively address real time control problems in the manufacturing environment.

To address some of these problems, this research investigates applying an expert sys-

tem approach to develop an interactive real time dynamic scheduling system. Specitically, a

knowledge base structure is developed and applied to a case study representing a two stage

production system.

A Blackboard concept has been utilized to organize and maintain the dynamic data

base. The major knowledge representation schemes used in the system include, frame

structures, relational tables, and production rules. The system was tested on a case study,

by conducting a sample interactive session on a set of simulated dynamic situations. The test

demonstrated the viabllity of implementing knowledge based systems for dynamic scheduling

at the operational level of a plant.
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l
1.0 Introduction

Scheduling is one ofthe most important functions in a factory. lt is determining

when and with what resources jobs (or work orders) should be accomplished in the

factory when these jobs are competing for the same resources (like machines, tools,

materials, personnel, etc.) with limited availability. Typically, there are numerous

jobs on the shop floor at any given time and their routings depend upon the avail-

ability of required resources and the relative importance of time and cost. A job can
I

be completed by following several alternate routes through machines (or resources).

An important factor that affects the scheduling of jobs is the dynamic variation of

factory status. The availability of workers, tools and machines can change unpre-

dictably over time thereby requiring the jobs to be rescheduled.

Existing computer based scheduling systems do not address the need of making

effective decisions dynamically with the variations in factory status. Also, it is difficult

to capture in these scheduling systems the intuitive insight or subjective consider-

ations and constraints that human schedulers use in manually constructing the (

schedules. Due to these reasons Artificial Intelligence techniques, recently, have

opened a new avenue of research for addressing such issues in production schedul-

ing.

In this work a rule-based systems approach is developed to deal with the dy-

namic scheduling problem. Speclfically, a knowledge base structure is developed and
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applied to a case study representing a two stage production system. We first provide

an introduction to Artificial Intelligence and knowledge-based systems before pre-

senting the background of this research.

1.1 Basic Concepts of Artificial Intelligence

One simple view of Artificial Intelligence (Al) is that it is concerned with devising

computer programs to make computers smarter [44]. Thus Al research is focused on

developing computational approaches to intelligent behavior. Al research has two

goals : 1) making machines and computational processes more useful and 2) under-

standing intelligence. Our interest here is concerned primarily with the first goal. The

computer programs with which AI is concerned are primarily symbolic processes

which capture complex, uncertain and ambiguous decision making situations that

human beings continually face in real world situations and for which analytical ap-

proaches are difficult to develop. Al provides techniques for flexible, non-numerical

problem solving. Besides symbolic information processing, these techniques include

heuristic programming, knowledge representation, and automated reasoning. The

principal application areas of Al include knowledge—based or expert systems, com-

puter vision, intelligent robotics and planning systems. Discussion here is confined

to knowledge-based systems.

Introduction 2
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1.1.1 Knowledge-Based Systems : An Overview

According to Feigenbaum [35], one of the leading researchers in expert sys-

tems, an expert system is: ".....an intelligent computer program that uses knowledge

and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to require sig-

nificant human expertise for their solution". Knowledge necessary to perform at such

a level, plus the inference procedures used can be thought of as a model of the ex-

pertise of the best practitioners of the field.

The knowledge of an expert system consists of facts and heuristics. The facts

constitute a body of information that is widely shared, publicly available and generally

agreed upon by experts in a field. The ’heuristics’ are mostly situation specific and

intuitive rules that characterize expert level decision making in the field. The per-

formance level of an expert system is primarily a function of the size and quality of

the knowledge base that it possesses.

Figure 1 on page 4 illustrates the structure of a generic knowledge-based expert

system. An expert system basically consists of three components :

1. Knowledge Base

2. inference Engine (or Control Structure)

3. A Global Data Base (or Working Memory)

The knowledge base consists of domain facts and heuristics associated with the

problem. Having a knowledge base for the world model, mechanisms are needed to

utilize this knowledge in the course of the problem solving process, to draw infer-

ences and to control the reasoning process. These strategies which form the infer-

lntroduction 3
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ence engine, perform two functions; first they examines the existing facts and rules,

and second they decide the order in which the inferences are to be made. Thus the

inference engine represents the strategies adopted by a human expert to manipulate

data and facts to achieve a solution. Two of the popular inference mechanisms are,

Backward Chaining and Forward Chaining. Forward Chaining mechanism draws in-

ferences and conclusions that are appropriate to the goals, starting from the available

data and information as they come in. Hence, this mechanism is also referred to as

data-driven or event-driven or bottom-up strategy. Backward Chaining (or goal driven,

expectation driven or top-down) strategy works the other way, starting from a goal

or an expected event, working backwards. Searching is done for evidence that sup-

ports or contradicts the assumption. The implementation of an inference mechanism

for an expert system depends on the type of problem on hand and the available pro-

gramming environment. For example, one may select a Backward Chaining process

in equipment diagnosis, starting from an assumption of a particular failure and

searching for evidences from equipment data and heuristics to conclude whether the

equipment suffers from the failure or not.

The working memory of an expert system keeps track of the problem status, the

input data for the particular problem, and the relevant history of what has thus far

been done.

The subsystems of an expert system consist of knowledge acquisition, explana-

tion, and user interface systems. The structure of these subsystems is problem de-

pendant. Knowledge acquisition systems are provided to acquire knowledge during

evolution, and during the use of the system when new knowledge may be added to
the knowledge base. At times, users may need to know how the system arrived at
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a particular conclusion. Thus an explanation system is included which shows the user

the different rules fired, why they were fired, and what facts were used in drawing

the inference. Usually, the user is a computer layman and hence requires instructions

to communicate with the system, user interfaces are designed for this purpose. An

user interface may be a natural language interface, in which the user interacts in

plain English and the interface analyzes the queries and provides the relevant infor-

mation to the system in the format it needs. Other user interface systems maybe in

the forms of menus, graphics and voice understanding systems.

The following three issues are basic to the development of expert systems.

1. Knowledge Acguisition:

The process of studying the domain of consideration, the behavior of the

expert in that domain, and that of selecting a right tool to build the system is

called knowledge acquisition. The importance of knowledge acquisition has

greatly influenced the development of expert systems. lf knowledge is not ac-

quired in the form it is represented (see below for knowledge representation) or

vice-versa, then the system would accumulate knowledge without really improv-

ing its intelligent behavior.

2. Knowledge Regresentation :

Having a particular domain to work on, there should be ways to represent

its knowledge for ’knowledgeabIe’ behavior of the program. Knowledge repre-
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sentation deals with developing effective data structures, so the knowledge can

be conveniently stored, tested, retrieved, and updated for problem-solving.

3. Knowledge Utilization :

Having represented the knowledge as data structures in the memory of the

computer, there should be ways for this knowledge to be used in the course of

problem-solving. Basically, this is the technique of designing the inference en-

gine.

1.2 AI/OR Interface

Industrial Engineers and Operations Research (OR) specialists in the recent past

have been looking at the possibility of applying conventional OR techniques to Al

problem solving. Jerslow [58] has pointed out the commonalities in many of the OR

and AI techniques and how Al can significantly contribute to OR based decision sup-

port systems. Although, the interface of Al and OR is still in infancy, researchers have

proposed the need to either integrate or merge some techniques of the two fields

[3,61,92]. A motivation of this work is to develop a conceptual methodology to inte-

grate Al and OR techniques for an integrated scheduling system.

Introduction 7



1.3 An Integrated System for Scheduling : A Conceptual

Design Approach

In this section, a conceptual design approach is proposed for an integrated

system for production scheduling. This approach utilizes the techniques of Al and OR

to solve separate issues in a scheduling problem and integrates them into a single

system. The major objective of this thesis addresses the Al phase of this concept,

that is, to demonstrate the feasibility of developing an expert system for real time

interactive scheduling. Before discussing the proposed model, the need for such an

approach is discussed.

1.3.1 Advances of Manufacturing Technology : Impact on Decision

Making

In the recent past, AI techniques have caught the attention of researchers to

solve industrial problems especially in the manufacturing environment. Since the

advent of robotics, flexible manufacturing technologies, and the introduction of man-

ufacturing automation, there has been a tremendous impact of these technologies in

enhancing the complexity of operations and in the planning and control of production

and work force. These technologies have resulted in a significant increment in the

efficiency of the manufacturing system, however, they have also resulted in pressur-

izing the decision making process because of the need of real time control. Hence,
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manual planning and control methods limit the ability to utilize the effectiveness af-

forded by these technologies.

Traditionally, OR techniques have provided an effective tool to solve manufac-

turing planning problems. But these methods have not been able to effectively ad-

dress the real time control problems in the manufacturing environment. Optimization

techniques can provide exact solutions but they cannot handle dynamic situations.

The Al approaches, on the other hand, involve heuristic programming and can handle

dynamic situations but they cannot be used for number crunching optimization rou-

tines. Typically, in a manufacturing environment, most of the planning activities are

performed before the production starts. However, decision problems in a manufac-

turing system are ill-structured because of the dynamic nature of the environment.

This requires that the system be continuously reviewed as changes in system status

invalidate predictive planning. The dynamic behavior of the system is difficult to be

captured mathematically and can better be analyzed through an Al based approach.

Hence, a promising area of research is in the integration of these two methodologies,

thereby providing a complete and effective decision support system. The approach

proposed here is to integrate mathematical programming and expert system tech-

niques to solve production scheduling problems. Although the concept proposed has

been conceived for a scheduling problem, the results of such a design could offer a

generic approach to tackle similar issues in other situations.
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1.3.2 The Design Philosophy of the Integrated System Approach

A multi-level hierarchical design approach is proposed for an integrated sched-

uling system (Figure 2 on page 10). The top level model pertains to the planning

phase while the lower level model pertains to the operational phase. The planning

level may be Iooked upon as predictive scheduling, that is, a schedule generated

under the assumption of ideal availability of resources. The operational level ad-

dresses the real time scheduling and sequencing under dynamic variations of the

factory status, or, in other words, dynamic scheduling issues. The planning phase

could be solved by using mathematical programming approaches. The operational

phase could be tackled by developing a knowledge based system to emulate the ex-

pert scheduler. The concept which is being proposed is to unify these phases into

one integrated system.

A conceptual system architecture is illustrated in Figure 3 on page 13. The

planning phase acts as a starting point of the production process, while the opera-

tional phase is invoked when the system changes status due to, for example, ma-

chine breakdown, unavailability of material, or arrival of high priority jobs. As a result

the state space is searched locally to obtain another solution. The control structure

can now use a rule that may represent what an expert would do under the existing

circumstances, or it can access to a heuristic or some exact algorithm, encoded as

a rule for that specific circumstance, in order to determine an appropriate action to

take. For instance, the shortage of some specific raw material may result in the re-

quirement of rearranging the jobs assigned to a particular machine. This could be

achieved by representing the human scheduler’s heuristics as rules or if available
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and needed, an appropriate algorithm could be used as a rule to determine the best

action to take at that point.

The numerical programming environment in Figure 3 on page 13 consists ofthe

planning phase which would constitute a mathematical programming based schedul-

ing model to determine a schedule of jobs for the selected time window. lt may also

contain situation specific mathematical programming/heuristic algorithms which can

be invoked during the operational phase which belongs to the Al (say, Prolog) envi-

ronment. As the dynamic plant status is input to the system, the control structure

guides through the state space using the knowledge base. The knowledge base is

depicted here to consist of facts and rules. The inference strategies in the control

structure simply pertain to reasons behind formations and usage of facts and rules

by the expert. The interface module provides communication between the two differ-

ent programming environments of Al and numeric programming (say, FORTRAN or

Pascal). The requirement of such a module has been identified because of the vari-

ations in inherent data structures of the two programming languages.

1.3.3 Significance of the Integrated Approach

The proposed approach can potentially make contributions in several respects.

First, it will increase the efficiency of Al based procedures both with respect to in-

formation management and the generation of solutions. The proposed integrated ap-

proach combines the best capabilities of the Al and the mathematical programming

approaches. Efficient algorithms exist for numerous problems and situation specific

subproblems in the OR literature. Second, the proposed integrated approach is uni-

lntroduction 12
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versally applicable as long as the subproblem can be defined for which algorithms

already exist or can be conveniently developed. Third, the proposed system design

gives a wide scope for extensions and/or alterations in the future as it is highly

modular. The interfacing concept could be utilized in communicating this system with

data base management systems and other software enhancing its utility and also

significantly contributing to the information system of the plant. Furthermore, from the

general software engineering point of view, such an integrated system would illus-

trate how one might exploit existing software systems more fully by building a coor-

dinating and decision support system that would make these programs and their

results easier to interpret by a wider variety of expert and non-expert users alike.

1.4 Thesis Objectives

The major objective of this thesis was to develop a knowledge-based system

structure for real time interactive dynamic scheduling. The knowledged-based sys-

tem structure has been developed to demonstrate its application to a case study. The

specific sub-objectives to develop this structure were :

1. Gather preliminary data on the case study’s dynamic scheduling domain.

2. Analyze the data to determine the human scheduler’s practices. Ä
3. Develop the knowledge representation schemes for different issues ofdy-namic

scheduling.
Ä

4. Design the control structure for problem solving.
ÄIntroduction 14 Ä
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5. incorporate some ofthe manual scheduling methods and expert scheduler’s

heuristic rules to demonstrate the feasibility ofthe knowledge-based system

structure.

Even though the system does not incorporate all the expert’s knowledge and

plant information, it provides a framework for further system evolution and develop-

ment. This research is conducted for a specific application, but the basic concepts

and the design philosophy could provide an insight into a variety of dynamic sched-

uling problems in the production and service industry, that cannot be easily solved

by other techniques.

1.5 Thesis Outline

ln Chapter Two some knowledge representaticn schemes used in the develop-

ment of knowledge-based systems are discussed. ln particular, Logic, Production

Systems, Semantic Networks, and Frames are discussed. Usage of these knowledge

representation schemes to some industrial problem solving systems is also dis-

cussed. The case study and the issues that have formed the basis of this thesis are

explained in Chapter Three. Chapter Four describes the knowledge representation

schemes and the logic developed for building the knowledge-based system. The

system has been developed by incorporating some of the expert scheduler’s rules.

Chapter Five discusses the dynamic situations considered in this system and de-

scribes some of the knowledge implementation and the system logic to solve these

problems. To provide an insight into the working of the knowledge base structure,

introduction _ 15



illustration of an interactive session ls made in Chapter Six. ln the course of this

work, many areas were identified which offer opportunities for future research to

demonstrate the feasibility of developing the integrated system, which are discussed

in the concluding Chapter.
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2.0 Literature Review

Basic Concepts of Al and Know!edge—Based Systems were discussed in Chapter

One. The major topics surveyed in this Chapter are, Knowledge Representation and

their usage in Al based scheduling systems. The complete literature search in this

Chapter could be categorized into the following topics.

• Interactive Scheduling Systems
• Knowledge Representation
• AI in Industrial Problem Solving
• Al Based Scheduling Systems
• Integration of Knowledge Based Systems with other Software

2.1 Interactive Scheduling Systems

Interactive computing provides a technique for planning and control of schedul-

ing activities, utilizing the strength of both the computer and the analyst. Analytical

or algorithmic techniques consistently yield optimal solutions based on some criteria

but are viable only for small problems [49]. Haider et al [49] have discussed the ef-

fectiveness of interactive scheduling as compared to analytica! methods. Godin [45]

has thoroughly investigated the research conducted till 1978 in the area of interactive

Literature Review 17
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scheduling for job shop environment. This survey has been extended by Watford and

Greene [104] for the period, 1978 - 1984. Watford and Greene have categorized

interactive scheduling systems into three groups; manual, computerized, and simu-

lation. Manual systems are those in which the computers are basically used for data

processing. Computerized systems have been termed to be those which utilize

scheduling theories and heuristics to generate one or more alternate solutions.

Deterministic programs which simulate the scheduling environment to aid in decision

making are termed as simulation based systems. Some of the problem solving ap-

proaches adopted by researchers to interactive systems include heuristic proce-

dures, models based on standard scheduling procedures, linear programming

models, and Iately, Al techniques. Literature regarding the Al approach has been

dealt with in section 2.4. Research pertaining to scheduling theory, and scheduling

systems could be found in [4, 21, 23, 29, 81, 82, 92]. ln this section, those systems

which attempt to address dynamic scheduling issues are discussed.

A system for dynamic scheduling of preventive maintenance (PM) programs, for

an university facility, has been developed by Enscore, and Burns [34]. ln that paper,

dynamic scheduling has been referred to as scheduling of PM procedures on a peri-

odic basis, as opposed to long term scheduling. Everytime, the backlog work is

merged with a set of unscheduled programs to generate a solution for the next pe-

riod. Hence, the approach does not address dynamic issues within a time period. The

status information is input from the staff as part of the feedback process and not

controlled by the system.

The paper by Durand and Silver [33] discusses an algorithm for an interactive

scheduling system for multi—product plants running batchwise under constraints. This
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algorithm allows schedules to be built and improved. The approach has been devel-

oped for a chemical industry to determine the operations (chemical treatments) se-

quences for finite quantities of chemicals in batches. This package uses a two level

optimization technique called ’post scheduIing’. The optimization routines in the first

level use the computed schedules generated at an earlier stage to generate improved

schedules. The second level is the set of actions that the user may take for improving

the solution. Job selection is done by using simple procedures, which the user may

provide. The objective function of optimization is to reduce makespan. This system

makes an attempt to handle dynamic plant variations. The emergency situation that

can be resolved is machine breakdown. This problem is solved by going through a

list of sequences and considering those jobs which have not been processed until

that failure time and then rescheduling them.

An interactive decision aid for scheduling of job orders on printing presses has

been discussed in the paper by Chan and Graefe [18]. This system uses the Travel-

ling Salesman Problem (TSP) algorithm for optimization. The package generates al-

ternate schedules and gives the user an opportunity to compare and evaluate these

solutions. The package has been developed for a firm which prints business forms.

The scheduling problem for this plant has two aspects: (1) assigning customer orders

to a press for a particular time slot. (2) determining the sequence to process these

orders in that time frame. The objective of the problem is to minimize the total setup

time. Their approach doesn’t incorporate the heuristic rules used by the scheduler.

Hence, the decision making rests on the user. The dynamic aspects considered by

this system pertain to only the orders, that is, change in due dates, etc. For these

problems, the package generates alternative solutions for the user to select the best
one.
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Narasimhan and Panwalkar [75] have designed a special heuristic to address the

scheduling problem in a process industry. The problem under consideration is a

muIti—product, two stage and continuous flow in a cable manufacturlng process. Stage

1 has one machine and stage 2 has two machines. The paper deals with the selection

of an appropriate objective criterion, development of a heuristic procedure, and

evaluation of the heuristic procedure with some standard scheduling rules.

In the paper by Nluhlemann et al. [74] two dynamic aspects of scheduling are

addressed. First, new jobs arrive during the production of current scheduled set of

jobs and the rescheduling of the jobs is done by their methodology. The second as-

pect is the uncertainty of scheduling situations. For example, the given processing

times may not be achieved during the actual process. So, the level of uncertainty can

also affect shop performance, for which new schedules are generated.

ln reviewing these works, it is noted that these systems are highly user de-

pendent. The intermediate as well as the final decision making rests on the user.

Such approaches are not able to capture the complete system behavior and the us-

er’s heuristics. One of the conclusions drawn from Narasimhan and Panwalkar’s

paper is that for every particular case study, specialized heuristics may be developed

which could be better than the standard ones. Knowledge based systems provide the

framework to include such specialized heuristics in the rule base, or they could be

encoded as situation specific algorithms for an integrated system approach proposed

in Chapter One.
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2.2 Knowledge Representation Schemes

The focus of this section has been to review some knowledge representation

schemes which have played key roles in the research of Al systems. Then, some

knowledge based systems for industrial applications are discussed with knowledge

representation viewpoint. This section should help guide the reader’s understanding

of basic knowledge representation schemes and shall illustrate how they have been

utilized and enhanced for industrial problem solving.

There have been several knowledge representation schemes discussed in the

literature. Some of these representation schemes are special purpose schemes suit-

able for specific applications. The knowledge representation schemes that are dis-

cussed in this section are, Logic, Production Systems, Semantic Networks, and

Frames. These have a wide range of applicability.

2.2.1 Logic

A classical approach of representing facts of world to make inferences is formal

logic. Logic systems have been used widely for mathematical deductions, and for

deriving new knowledge from old [5]. The two logic systems widely used in repres-

enting knowledge are propositional calculus and predicate calculus.

Propositlonal statements have one of two possible values, TRUE or FALSE. An

example of a proposition is:
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MachineA ls a MiIling_Machine

This proposition will assign a truth value, TRUE. While simple proposition statements

are well suited for representing subtle ideas, compound statements can also be used.

Compound statements are linked with connections such as AND, OR, NO, IMPLIES,

and EQUIVALENT. An example of a compound statement is as followsz

lf MachineA is a Milling_Machine, then it is a Machine_TooI

The mechanism to deduce new sentences from previously asserted sentences ls

termed as inference rule. Modus ponens, one of the well known inference rules can

be applied over propositional calculus. A simple modus ponen rule could be:

(XA(X-> Y))-> Y

This expresses the rule that if there are two assertions in the database, X and X ->

Y, then it implies that the statement Y is true. For example, if we make the above

assertions, that is,

MachineA is a Milling_Machine
lf MachineA is a Milling_Machine, then MachineA is a Machine_Tool

then the conclusion by the modus ponen rule that ’MachineA ls a Machine_Tool is

true. So modus ponen rules eliminate the occurrences of the connective ’-> ’ to make

the inference.

Propositional logic has not proved to be very useful in Al for describing objects

or representing relationships among objects [5]. Propositional logic has been ex-

tended to represent facts about certain objects or individuals. This extension of pro-

positional logic is called Predicate Calculus. The statements that are used to

represent these facts are called predicates. For example,
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is-scheduled (jobA)

is a fact that says that the job A is scheduled, where ’jobA’ is an object and
’is_scheduled’ is the predicate describing the object job A. Predicates can take more
than one arguments to describe a relationship of more than one object. lf job A is

scheduled on machineA, it could be represented as

is_scheduled (jobA, machineA)

First Order Logic (FOL) is a further extension of Predicate Logic. As noted

above, predicates are assertions having a truth value, TRUE or FALSE. FOL employs

two generalized concepts, namely, that of functions and equality. A function has fixed

number of arguments like predicate does, but it returns objects related to other ar-

guments in contrast to the answers of only TRUE or FALSE given by the Predicate

Logic. For instance, in the above example, a function ’is_scheduled’ would return the

object machineA when applied on the object jobA. Two objects are equal if and only

if they are indistinguishable for all predicates and functions. Hence, this leads to the

definition of FOL [72], which says that ’a logic is of first order if it permits

quantification over objects but not over predicates and functions’.

An application of the use of FOL can be found in STRIPS [38] which is a problem

solving system for a robot to rearrange objects and navigate in a cluttered environ-

ment. The representation scheme chosen for the world model (problem domain) is a

set of formulae called, well formed formulas (WFF), based of FOL. An example WFF

representation to illustrate that the robot is at location A and objects B1, B2 and B3

are at locations B, C and D respectively would be:

atr (A)
at (B1,B)
at (B2,C)
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at (asp) l

Here, the predicate ’atr’ indicates the location of the robot and predicate ’at’ in-

dicates the location of the objects. Also, to represent the fact that an object cannot

occupy two locations at the same moment, the wff for this would be,

(Vb, Vx. Vy) E [ at(b,><) (X abvllThis

reads that for all b,x and y, if object b is at location x and x ab y then object b

cannot be at location y. Besides representing the world model, wff have been used

to represent goal statements as well. For instance, if it is deslred to have all objects

at the same location then the wff for this would be as follows:

ilx [at(B1,x) ai(B2,x) ai(s6,x)]

which reads that there exists a location x for which object B1 is at x, and object B2

is at x, and object B3 is at x.

Other AI systems which have used logic for knowledge representation include,

PLANNER [56], QA3 [47], and FOL [107]. [

2.2.2 Production Systems

Production system is a tool for modular knowledge representation. lt was first

proposed by Post [82] who also demonstrated its use in symbolic logic. But it was a

long time later that production systems were used in programming languages. Cur-

rently this form of representation has gained popularity. Production systems have
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found their utility in a variety of fields, such as string manipulation system (COl\/llT
[5]), modelling human cognitive processes [76], and in expert systems like l\/IYCIN
[96] and DENDRAL [14].

Production Systems are based on the basic concept that of ’condition-action'. If
a certain condition is true, then an appropriate action is to be performed. Production
Systems are made of such ’condition-action' pairs called production rules. In context
with expert systems, production systems are used to model the expert(s) problem-
solving process and the necessary heuristic rules i.e. they are used to represent how
the expert(s) would perform a certain real-world task. For example,

lf
processing time ofjob1 is greater than job2

Then,
assign job1 to machine 1 first

The condition part of this rule, i.e., ’processing time of job1 is greater that job2’, has

to find its match in the current database and if satisfied it will perform the action that

of assigning job1 to the machine. The IF and THEN clauses can be complex state-

ments using logical operators, AND, and OR. A production system can be decom-

posed into three basic components [27]:

1. a set of production rules, called rule base or modules.

2. data structures that are tested and manipulated by the rule base, called da-

tabase.

3. the interpreter, the mechanism that controls the firing (or use) of rules.

The rule base consists of all those rules which aid in the problem solving proc-

ess. In general, either side of a rule can be satisfied with reference to the database
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while the other side is performed. The process of satisfaction and action performance

can be achieved by different techniques. The simplest of these is matching of the

condition part with the database and replacing it with the action part. Variations of this

include the ’match and refresh’ and ’addition’ processes [104]. For each condition

part to be satisfied, it should be present in the data structures. These data structures

can be simple representations like lists, arrays, trees, tables or complex structures

designed for the particular problem. Such a database for an expert system would

contain facts and assertions about the domain under consideration. The complexity

of organization and the size of database depend on the problem. A fact could consist

of a ’certainty factor', indicating how strongly the fact has been confirmed on a scale

of -1 to 1 [26]. For example, a fact could be asserted as,

(IDENTIFY ENGlNE_FAlLURE STARTER .75)

The above assertion states that, with .75 certainty factor, the ENGlNE_FAlLURE

has been identified to be the STARTER.

The role of the interpreter is to select the production rules for firing. The control

architecture of an interpreter varies from system to system. One of the simple tech-

niques is the ’recognize_act’ cycle, in which the selection process chooses the first

rule that matches the current database. ln the ’conflict resolution’ mechanism all the

rule matchings (conflict set ) are considered as potential candidates for firing. Then

the selection of a rule from this conflict set is determined by the selection strategy

designed for a particular problem.

Production systems have been very popular in developing expert systems. The

characteristic feature of production systems is its modularity i.e., rules can be added,

deleted or changed independently without affecting the other rules in the system.
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The data structures and rules are separate, hence modifying one would not affect the

other. As discussed earlier, production systems provide the appropriate structures to

encapsulate the way a human would ’do’ to obtain a ’goal’ under certain specific sit-

uations. For some of these reasons, production systems have been the vital tool for

systems like MYCIN [26, 96], DENDRAL [14], and PROSPECTOR [31].

2.2.3 Semantic Networks I

Semantic networks provide a good representation scheme to assert relation-

ships between objects (or concepts) or a class of objects in the form of planar graphs.

Such a formalism offers a wider scope for representing relationships than that offered

by Logic. Semantic Networks have been used widely in many of the recent Al sys-

tems. They were originally introduced by Quillan [86] for natural language under-

standing by representing the concepts of English words. Objects are illustrated as

nodes or predicates and arcs between nodes describe the relationship between
l

these nodes. For example, in a semantic network, a fact like ’I\/|illing_l\/lachine is a

Machine_Tool’ could be illustrated as:

Mil|ing_machine isa Machine_tool

l\/lilling_l\/lachine and Machine_Tool are represented as objects and ’isa’ is the

relationship describing that l\/liIling_l\/Iachine is a machine tool. This type of network

is an unidirectional planar graph. lf we had to assert the fact that l\/lachineA is a

milling machine then, the network would be:
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MachineA isa Mi|Iing_Machine isa Machine_TooI

Such a representation of facts makes it easy to deduce further relationships be-

tween objects in the network, like, MachineA is a machine tool. Because of this in-

herent hierarchlcal deductions, semantic networks have proved to be popular in

deductive expert systems like that of PROSPECTOR [31].

The above type of network could be further enhanced with an object having

more than one type of relationships (but with different objects). For instance, it might

be necessary to have assertions about the properties of a l\/Iachine_TooI, and these

could be represented as,

MachineA isa Mil|ing_Machine isa Machine_TooI

hasa

Tool_Magazine

As discussed earlier, from this illustration it could be deduced that |\/lachineA

has a fixture and a tool magazine. This type of reasoning is called property

inheritance and the relationships like ’isa’ is termed as property inheritance link.

Also, this reasoning is made with the assumption that assertions made about higher

nodes in the hierarchy are also assertions about the lower ones, without explicitly

representing these assertion.
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The above illustrations have used nodes to represent objects and arcs for binary

relationships. To represent situations and actions, arcs cannot be used, but the con-

cept of nodes could be extended to include these as follows.

MachineA isa Milling_Machine isa Machine_Tool

to hasa

Belong to Machine_Shop_A Tool_Magazine

isa since 1985

till 1987

Belonging isa Situation

In the above illustration the ’Belong’ node ls an instance of the node ’Belong-

ing', viz., lViachineA belongs to l\/|achine_Shop_A. Such a representation is termed

as a case-frame structure [5] (see next section for Frames). ln such a structure, any

instance of ’Belonging’ should have case arcs of ’to’,‘ ’isa’, ’since’, ’till’, which are

inherited by the node ’Belong’. Semantic networks have the characteristic feature of

pointers which link individual concepts or facts into a total structure, which makes it

different from other representational techniques.
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Other than the logical interpretation of the representation, there are major re-

quirements of a semantic network representation. The first pertains to the fact that

the process of translating knowledge into the representation requires a formal pro-

cedure or scheme. The second is the inference mechanism that is used on the rep-

resentation [109]. Different projects have used different mechanisms for reasoning in

network based systems. For example, the SNIFFER system [37] uses the matching

technique in which deductions are made by matching the query network to the as-

serted network in the database.
Y

Two conceptual notions called intention and extension could be associated with

the given predicate [10]. For instance, a predicate ’big’ can be associated with two

conceptual meanings; one pertaining to all big things, called the extension, the other

pertaining to the abstract characterization of what it ’means’ to be big and it is called

the intention of the predicate. The notion of the intentional concept may not neces-

sarily be true of a given object while, the extension of a concept is true as it is asso-

ciated with the world. ln semantic networks, nodes (predicates) could represent both

intention and extension of a concept. However, there is a class of semantic networks

called Propositional Networks, in which the nodes represent only intentions of the

concepts [63]. For a comprehensive survey and analysis of semantic networks, the

reader is referred to Brachman [10].

2.2.4 Frames

Since Minksy first proposed the concept of Frame [69], it has played an impor-

tant role in knowledge representation. When a new situation (or a change in the view
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of the present problem) is encountered, one selects and retrieves from memory a

structure of knowledge called a Frame. Being in a particular situation of context, one

has expectations of what is going to happen next or of looking at the characteristics

of an object or concept. The organization of such knowledge and their relationships

in describing a situation or an object is represented in frame structures. Hence, in

Al knowledge representation, a frame is a data structure to represent a stereotyped

situation, like mowing the lawn or diagnosing a machine failure. The frame mech-

anism is actually an elaboration of the semantlc network. ln this case, the emphasis

is on the structure of the frames in terms of their attributes. Attached to each frame

are various kinds of information, which may include as to how to use the frame, what

may expect to happen or what occurs next. Such pieces of knowledge fit into the

frame in places called slots. For example, a generic frame for a car might have the

following structure:

Frame Name : Car

Owner 1 a person
Make : Honda, Ford, ....
Color : any
Transmission : automatic, manual (default 1 automatic)
Heating : yes, no

A generic frame structure is developed to represent the mechanism to acquire

knowledge to fill in the above slots. Default values could be assigned to an attribute.

Occurrence of a particular frame would inherit the slot properties from the generic

frame and fill in the slots with specific values. lf no information is available for a slot,

default value is assigned. An occurrence of the car frame could be:
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Frame Name : Car

Object of Interest 1 Bill
Owner 1 Bill
Make : Ford
Color : silver
Transmission 1 automatic
Heating 1 yes

Group of frames could be organized hierarchically or reference to external

frames be made from one frame. ln the above example, the Car frame could be part

of a higher level frame of Automobile, in which case, the Car frame would be a ’spe—

ciaIization’ of the Automobile frame. ln a hierarchical structure, the children frames

would inherit properties from the parent frames.

Slots in a frame can acquire values by various mechanisms like, looking up the

data base of the program, asking the user, or by procedures and rules. For example,

the Car frame may have a slot to know whether the car is a taxi or a personal one. lt

could be represented as,

Frame Name : Car

Usage :
range : (taxi, personal)
default : personal
if_needed : lf yellow color and light on top

then, taxi
’otherwise’, personal

This type of procedural attachment, called if_needed, to fill slots provide a pow-

erful reasoning process in frame-based systems [53]. They provide a means of
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specifying appropriate methods to take advantage of the domain knowledge in the

current context.

’Trigger’ procedure is another frequently used form of procedural attachment.

This procedure is activated when a particular slot is satisfied. This type of represen-

tation implements, what is designated as, ’data-driven processing’, since this proce-

dure takes control with the occurrence of a certain event.

Frame driven systems have been used in various medical diagnosis applications

[5]. If_needed type of procedures have been used in Schank’s SAM [5], a story

understanding system.

2.3 Expert Systems in Industrial Problem Solving

Early expert systems research was concentrated mainly in the areas of medical

diagnosis (MYCIN [26, 95], PUFF [5], INTERNEST [84], etc.) and scientific applications

(DENDRAL [14], PROSPECTOR [31], etc,). Since the successful development of these

systems, expert systems technology has had a very high impact on industrial prob-

lem solving. Though industrial problems cover a wide range of areas, a brief review

of some of these application areas is discussed next. These approaches should give

an assessment of the application potential of Al techniques and how they can be uti-

lized and enhanced for future research and development.

Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) :
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Expert system techniques have been a viable tool for CAPP, especially for gen-

erative process planners. GARl [30] was one of the earliest knowledge-based sys-

tems developed for process planning. GARI was developed for the metal cutting

industry, and its knowledge base consists of processes and machine capabilities.

Production rules are used to represent the manufacturing process rules. EXCAP [24]

is another example of a rule based generative process planning system, and has

been applied for rotational parts. EXCAP generates multiple solutions by developing

a tree of feasible sequences. Based on the backward chaining mechanism, each op-

eration in a sequence is tested for feasibility. Other examples of Al based CAPP are,

TOM, CUTTECH, and PWA-Planner, which have been discussed in [62].

Facilities Planning and Design :

FADES [39] is a rule based system for facilities planning and design. The

knowledge base consists of a hierarchical collection of logic modules. Each logic

module represents a specific problem solving aspect of design (like, economic ana-

lyses, etc.), The level of abstraction of a module depends on the design phase (like,

a rough plan, a final plan, etc.), FADES has been implemented in Prolog, and use of

an external data base management system has been demonstrated. ln [62] a refer-

ence has been made to IFLAPS, a facilities analysis and planning system with multi-

criteria objectives.

Equipment Maintenance and Fault Diagnosis :

A number of papers with potential application of Al to equipment maintenance

and fault diagnosis have been presented in [83]. DELTA [8] has been a very suc-

cessful expert system which assists maintenance personnel in isolating and repairing
diesel locomotives. The System was developed by General Electric and has been
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implemented in FORTH for a microcomputer. DELTA is a rule based consultation l

system and incorporates troubleshooting knowledge as sets of AND/OR rules.

Though DELTA was developed for a specific application, its generic software archi-

tecture has been applied to troubleshooting of plastic injection molding equipment

[1].

Industrial and Manufacturing Management :

ln industrial applications where Al techniques have proved to be the most

promising are industrial and manufacturing management. Areas in which active re-

search is being pursued include, scheduling, project management, resource allo-

cation and distribution, system design and configuration, etc. Some ofthe scheduling

related systems are reviewed with a knowledge representation viewpoint in the next

section.

2.4 AI Based Scheduling Systems

ISIS [9, 40, 41] was the first attempt to automate the job shop scheduling function

using Al techniques. Since then, many research groups have been actively involved

in applying AI techniques for factory scheduling. The paper by Steffan [99] is a state

of the art survey of work being done in the application of Al methodologies to factory

scheduling. There have been systems in other scheduling and related domains. A

brief review of some of these systems would give an insight as to how scheduling

problems can be tackled using Al techniques.
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Goldstein and Roberts [46] developed a system called NUDGE to maintain ap-

pointment calendar for managers. The calendar is maintained by accepting lnformal

requests for meetings, while monitoring the progress of workers subgoals and alert-

ing managers of upcoming deadlines. Scheduling requests are considered by

NUDGE as specific instances of generic frames.

ln Fox’s dissertation [40], a reference has been made to a train scheduling sys-

tem for determining arrival and departure times. This system viewed the track and

stations as resources to be scheduled for a train following a specific route.

Carnegie-Mellon University and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), developed

a high level scheduling system called ISA [79]. ISA provides corporate sales person-

nel with firm delivery dates for customer orders by reserving the Inventory and pro-

duction capacity on an aggregate, plant level. ISA is built on production rules that

represent the expert scheduler’s heuristics. DEC has implemented the system after

certain modifications and testing.

R1 (XCON) is an expert system developed at Carnegie-Mellon University [65].

The purpose of R1 is to configure VAX computer systems from a customer’s order

of components. It checks if the order is complete,and adds missing components on

the order. The task of configuration is to impose relationship among components to

form an acceptable solution. The R1 configuration process can be modeled as a state

transition process. The initial state is the set of descriptions of components ordered.

The intermediate states are sets of descriptions of partial configurations. The final

state ls a set of system configuration. The knowledge base of the system consists of

the properties of VAX components, rules for determining a move to the next subtask
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and rules to carry out these subtasks. The elements of the data base include cus-

tomer order,current task and partial configuration. The control structure implemented

is the match technique (or production systems).

ISIS uses a constraint-directed search approach to schedule a job shop. The

system was designed for the Westinghouse Turbine Component plant in Winston-

Salem, North Carolina. The researchers found that the schedulers spent only 10 to

20 percent of their time actually scheduling and 80 to 90 percent of their time gath-

ering information about constraints. The high complexity associated with attempting

to meet all these constraints led to inefficlent schedules with high work-in-process

times, order tardiness and low machine utilization. Because constraints were the

overriding factor in these situation, the researchers used a hierarchical constraint-

directed search approach to automate the scheduling function. The job shop problem

is viewed as that of satisfying different types of constraints. ISIS includes five general

categories of constraints, organization goals, physical constraints, causal restrictions,

availability constraints, and preference constraints.

The modelling approach of ISIS is to represent the domain knowledge and con-

straints in a frame based language called SRL. SRL represents concepts as schema,

which is a frame based structure, a collection of slots and values. A network of

schema is formed by defining inter—schema relations in the slots, which facilitates the

inheritance of knowledge. For example, a schema for milling operation may be de-

fined as:

MiIling_Operation
INSTANCE : machining-operation
NEXT_OPERATION : boring-operation
MACHINE : xyzbrand
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The representation scheme includes two levels of primitives. The lower level

primitives are concepts of states, objects, and acts, with temporal and causal primi-

tives relating them. Higher level primitives are built upon these basic primitives like,

manufacturing operations, resources etc. Since the ISIS approach is based on

searching through a space of constraints for achieving the scheduling goals, repres-

enting the constraints and the process of resolving conflicts among constraints have

been important issues. Constraints have been viewed in five different aspects to aid

in conflict resolution. The searching level is from top to bottom, which includes order

selection, capacity analysis, resource analysis, and resource reservation.

CALLISTO [42, 95] is a knowledge based system developed to address issues

in project management. As ISIS, it is also implemented in SRL. The project manage-

ment concepts have been classified in CALLISTO as activities and products. Schema

representations have been used to describe the objects. The transformation of the

world from one state to another is termed as an Activity. Goals are represented as

constraints over the activities. Hence an Activity represents the procedure to achieve

the goal or the end condition. The project management as a whole is viewed as a

network of activities in which causal and temporal relations or links are defined be-

tween activities. A causal link may enable to start another activity or may enumerate

the outcomes of an activity completion. Two relationship concepts of time have been

identified, absolute and relative temporal relationships.

The approach used in modelling the project management activities is that of

layered representation. Five layers of representation have been used:

1. Implementation layer, to develop the object representation schemas.
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2. Logical layer, to define the concept representation using schemas. For example,

a ’relation’ concept is defined 'to relate a domain to a range and has been asso-

ciated inheritance specifications for the flow of knowledge across the relation'.

3. Epistemological layer, to develop ways to group or relate concepts.

4. Semantic layer, to define the extensions of the semantic concepts.

5. Domain layer, for representing the project management concepts, words and ex-

pressions.

This Iayered representation is based on Brachman's [10] argument of need in repre-

sentation to relate the domain concepts to the generic ones.

The knowledge structure of OPIS [80], an opportunistic scheduling system is an

hierarchical organization of knowledge sources (KS). The hierarchical KS approach

decomposes the problem analysis and eases the control and coordination of the

problem solving activities.

Besides STRIPS (see section 2.2.1), systems developed for mobile robot plan-

ning include, NOAH [91], and HTS [66]. HTS is a heuristic based system for automatic
A

generation of schedules in a semi-automated manufacturing environment. The sol-

ution method used by this system is the generation of a tree of possible schedules.

Each node is a possible operation (prefix) in accordance with the previous prefix.

Best-first searching is used as the searching strategy. The search space is limited

by developing only feasible and promising schedules. Hence, the HTS converts par-

tial ordering into complete ordering of tasks. The Searcher applies two rating func-

tions for prefix evaluation. One heuristic is a rating applied to the solution generated

so far, based on the estimated total time. While the second heuristic applies the rat-
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ing to the possible expansion of a prefix based on many factors such as time dead-

line. This system has been implemented in NISP, a dialect of LISP on a VAX 11/780.

2.5 Integration of Knowledge Based Systems with Other

Softwares

ln this section a brief review is made of Al systems which have interfaced with

external software. In the end, a comparison is made between these systems and the

proposed conceptual integrated model presented in Chapter One.

Recently, several researchers in the area of Al have pointed out the significance

of lntegrating knowledge based systems with other software. According to

Feigenbaum [35], one of the persistent problems in the development of knowledge

based systems is the cumulation of techniques in the software. Hart [51] has specu-

lated on the potential of enhancing performance using multi·Ievel expert system. He

used a multi-level approach for a hypothetical system for advising petroleum engi-

neers. The first level model, called the surface-level model, is of the type of an expert

system, while second level model is a deep model consisting of a purely mathemat-

ical description of an oil reservoir expressed as a set of partial differential equations.

Based on Hart’s conceptual system Weiss, et. al. [106] built a multi-level expert

system called ELAS (Expert Log Analysis System) for Amoco Oil for well-log analysis.

Electromagnetic, sonic, and nuclear signals, which characterize properties ofthe rock

and fluid formations, are termed as logs and are recorded and digitized. The appro-
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priate logs are analyzed and processed to be interpreted by the log analyst. The ex-

pert well-log analyst’s techniques and knowledge are encoded in a knowledge base,

which is the advice system. This advice system was built in a classification expert

system shell called EXPERT. The advice system was integrated with Amoco’s large

scale and interactive well-Iogging software to develop the overall expert system.

One of the first attempts in modelling expert advice in a complex program was

the SACON project [7], which developed an advisory model for a structural analysis

program. However, in that application, there was no interaction between the advisory

model and the structural analysis program. SACON was run before the structural

analysis program, giving advice on its prospective use.

PICON, developed by Moore et. al. [72], is a real time expert system for process

control in a chemical plant. This system uses forward and backward chaining Infer-

ence strategies, and dynamically interfaces with the distributed process control sys-

tem to obtain measurement data. PICON uses a C-coded package called RTIME (Real

Time Intelligent Machine Environment). Process condition analysis (computations of

the measured data) is performed by RTIME, whenever invoked and as directed by the

knowledge base system in a LISP processor. The mathematical operations on com-

binations of measurements or functions of measurements are compiled into C-code

and are down loaded into RTIME. The design is such that it focuses attention to a

specific are of process plant, putting all associated measurements and rules in

action.

PICON and ELAS are demonstrations of how the knowledge and reasoning

methods of an expert can be combined with large-scale computational programs. In
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a way, the system designs of PICON and ELAS are conceptually similar to that of the
proposed integrated system. Comparing with PICON, RTll\/IE is analogous to the

interface module discussed in the proposed model. The mathematical operations on

measurement data of PICON is comparable to the situation specific mathematical

programming models in the proposed integrated approach. Similar analogies could

be drawn between ELAS and the proposed system. However, the significance of the

proposed conceptual model is that it provides a new capability, namely, that of opti-

mization in the Al software. As has been noted by Wiess, et. al. [106], the fullest po-

tential of expert systems can be exploited by integrating the advising programs with

the application programs so that they communicate their results/status with each

other and the advice changes dynamically with the evolution of the system. ln the

proposed integrated system, it is intended to provide the best advice through the use

of situation specific optimizatlon procedures.

2.6 Summary

The major emphasis of this Chapter has been to investigate the different know-

ledge representation schemes and their application to industrial problem solving.

These concepts have been utilized in the thesis to develop the knowledge-based

system for dynamic scheduling, which have been described in Chapter Four.
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3.0 Basic Considerations For System Design

The two important issues that were major underlying considerations in devel-

oping the knowledge based system are :

1. This knowledge-based system would be a part of the integrated system,

proposed in Section 1.6. Hence, with such an assumption, an OR model

would generate an initial schedule for a certain time window, which would

be the input to this rule based system. For this Knowledge-based system

to be stand alone, the initial schedule may be generated by any means, not

necessarily by an OR model.

2. The problem solving structure would address the dynamic scheduling proc-

ess as a whole, and incorporate only a subset of the actual scheduling

problems and heuristics.

The research objectives of many prototype systems developed in various appli-

cations were to provide a tool to define expert’s knowledge and to test the repre-

sentation methods, rather than measure performance [12]. Based on this argument

and also reasons associated with the two issues discussed above, performance

measurement was not one of the research objectives of this thesis. The case study

for this system development is discussed next.
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3.1 Case Study

The Paper Products Division of Burroughs Corp. (now, Standard Registers, Inc.)

in Rocky Mount, VA, was taken as a case study for developing the knowledge base.

This plant produces business forms. The two major manufacturing processes in-

volved in producing the forms are, printing and collating. Printing precedes collating

and some orders may need no collating.

The information and production flow in the plant is illustrated in Figure 4 on

page 45. Sales orders which are received by the customer services department are

received by the planning section. ln the planning section, a product planning system,

WOEPP, does the assigning of jobs to different presses and collators, which may be

termed as pre-release planning. After this the orders are sent for preprocessing

where editing and plate preparations are done. After this the job orders enter the

production shop, on a daily basis. The production is in two stages, first at the press,

then at the collators, before being shipped out.

There are 11 presses and 12 collators in the plant. The technical specifications

of all the machines are not the same. Hence, the job assignment to a press or collator

depends on its characteristics. A detailed study of these presses and collators was

found in a research report by Sarin et al. [53]. At present, the production shop re-

ceives a group of daily job orders based on the output of the WOEPP system. These

jobs are categorized machine-wise by the human scheduler based on due date and

other factors. That is, the shop level planning is done by the scheduler. Once he

starts the production based on his plan, dynamic situations are encountered in the
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plant which disrupts his plan. This necessitates him to break his plan, and to re-

schedule the jobs. The decision making by the scheduler in such situations ls based

on his judgement. Due to his long association with the plant, the scheduler has

gained expertise in solving these situations, and has formed his own heuristics.

ln this research, an attempt has been made to develop a rule based system for

operational level decision making that models the expert scheduler. The proposed

model in section 1.3.3 has been applied to this production system as shown in

Figure 4 on page 45. The mathematical programming based model should be at-

tempting to do predictive planning which includes the functions of WOEPP as well as

shop level planning done by the scheduler. The output of this program would start the

production at the beginning of every time window. Then the expert system would aid

in decision making for the rest of the time window.

3.2 System Development Steps

The system evolved from the objectives and sub-objectives stated in Section 1.4.

In any system design, the development process is generally iterative among various

stages. The system design in this work underwent an iterative process of the follow-

ing steps :

1. Study the production system.

2. Study and analyze the dynamic scheduling process and related issues.

3. Develop the knowledge representation schemes and the knowledge base
structure.
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4. Design the overall system structure.

5. lncorporate some of the expert scheduler’s knowledge and rules into the

system.

The next chapter dlscusses design concepts and the program implementation.

The assumptions made for the system design and the programming tools are then

discussed.

3.3 System Design Considerations

As discussed earlier, the knowledge based system structure was to be demon-

strated for a subset of the actual dynamic scheduling issues. The following consid-

erations formed the basis for the development of the demonstration system.

3.3.1 System Goals

An important factor in system development is to define at what level of ab-

straction the system is to be implemented. This prototype system has been devel-

oped with the purpose of implementing it (the fully developed system) at the shop

floor level, and for use by the operators. The objective of the system is to advice the

user by suggesting actions to be taken for the particular dynamic situation encount-

ered. The system comes to the conclusion of suggested actions depending on the

following three factors.
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1. type of dynamic situation

2. current system status

3. production objectives

The system would provide solution by specifying those jobs whose status or

plan is to be changed. For example, the rescheduling of a job would indicate, to which

press and collator the job has to be moved, and in what shifts, etc.

3.3.2 System Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in designing the system :

1. The system addresses only scheduling issues at the shop floor level, or in

other words, dynamic scheduling issues. The following two terms have been

defined in this regard.

Dynamic Scheduling :

Dispatching or rescheduling of jobs under a dynamic situation is termed as

dynamic scheduling.

Dynamic Situation :

Dynamic Situation is defined as a disruption in the system which cannot be

predicted a priori’ and which necessitates a change in the status of the

manufacturing system.

2. The basic input to this system would be the pre-release schedule generated

by the OR model, or by some other means. The information expected of
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such a schedule is given in the next Section. All input data is loaded as input

file in Prolog assertions.

3. The rescheduling would be done only within the same time frame that the

OR model assumes. ln the case study, the time frame has been assumed to

be one working day.

4. No facility has been provided for the system to accept a change of schedule

suggested by the user. But the system modularity provides an easy imple-

mentation of such a feature.

3.3.3 Dynamic Situations

During the course of plant study, the frequently encountered dynamic situations

could be identified into several number of groups. The major groups identified are :

1. Press breakdown

2. Collator breakdown

3. Rush jobs

4. New batch of jobs

5. Paper shortage

6. Labor absenteeism

7. Job completion at press

8. Job completion at collator

9. Change in shift
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Besides these groups, the other dynamic situations were categorized into a
group, termed as, other problems. This analysis of the plant played the major role in
designing the system structure as discussed in Chapter Four.

3.3.4 Input Data

The data required as input for the system to start functionlng at beginning of

every time frame include :

1. Pre-release Schedule

a. Sequence of jobs assigned to each press, shift wise

b. Sequence of jobs assigned to each collator, shift wise

c. The time frame the schedule has been generated for

d. List of alternative presses which can process each job

e. List of alternative collators which can process each job

2. Job Data

a. job number

b. press processing time

c. collator processing time

d. due date

e. job type (normal or rush or blue)

f. job characteristics

3. Plant Status

a. Status of all presses (available, down, or idle)

b. Status of all collators (available, down, or idle)
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c. Expected operator schedule

The job data are also needed when the dynamic situation corresponding to
loading of a rush job into the plant is encountered. Besides these data, the user may

be asked for situation-specific data during the course of problem solving.

3.4 System Development Tools

The system was developed in the Virginia Tech Prolog environment [89]. This

Prolog runs in an interpreted mode on a VAX 11/780 running VMS. Some user inter-

face, data manipulation, and tracing routines from GUESS/1 [62] expert system shell

were used. GUESS/1 (General Purpose Expert System Shell) is a Virginia Tech Prolog

based shell. Extensions to this shell could be easily implemented in Prolog. Due to

certain limitations of the shell features for our application, many routines were mod-

ified and enhanced. New data structures were also developed for this particular ap-

plication.

Prolog is a predicate logic based programming language, which is becoming an

increasingly popular tool for expert system development. Some of the strong fea-

tures of Prolog include [20]:

1. Predicate clauses, the basis of this language, provide capability to express

arbitrary relationship among objects.

2. Automatic backtracking of program control.

3. lnherent pattern matching capabilities.
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These features have been extensively exploited in developing this system. A good
introduction to Prolog could be found in a book by Clocksin and Mellish [20].
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| 4.0 System Design andDevelopmenti

In accordance with the definition of dynamic scheduling, the scheduler has to

make a decision as a result of a change in plant status. This leads to the observation -

that the scheduler needs current information of all the parameters required to make

that decision. Besides this, he has to have the predictive knowledge of future load
h

(for a particular time window) of the plant. These two criteria form the basic consid-

eratlons in designing the knowledge base, i.e., developing the appropriate knowledge

representation schemes and the logic to manage the plant knowledge on a real time

basis.

A top-down design approach has been adopted for the control structure. For a

particular dynamic situation encountered, the scheduler has a set of heuristic rules

for problem solving. These sets of rules are used by him in a hierarchical top-down

pattern. Hence, such an approach for control structure was taken. This chapter dis-

cusses the knowledge base design and the flow of control. A brief outline of the sys-

tem is discussed next.
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4.1 System Structure

Blackboard concept has been used to organize and maintain the dynamic data

base. In Blackboard architecture, knowledge is modularized into independent know-

ledge sources (KS), and the hypotheses or inferences made from a KS are written

onto a Blackboard. Hence, Blackboard IS a global data structure which can be ac-

cessed by any KS by means of an established protocol. Blackboard concept was first

proposed in HEARSAY, a speech understanding system [5].

Figure 5 on page 55 illustrates the general structure of this scheduling system.

The CONTROL BLOCK is a higher level structure which oversees the transfer of

control from the USER INTERFACE to the lower level independent KS’s. Each KS has

its own control structure for problem solving. lt conslsts of a rule base and is de-

signed to solve a specific problem. Each KS stores and retrieves information from the

Blackboard. When a dynamic situation occurs, the user interacts with the system by

specifying the dynamic situation encountered. Then the CONTROL BLOCK analyses

the problem and transfers control to the appropriate KS for execution.

4.2 Knowledge Representation

The major knowledge representation schemes used in this system include,

frame structures, relational tables, and production rules. It has been observed that,

in the course of decision making, the human Scheduler needs to have ’chunks’ of

current information of the plant, like the status of different machines, and the jobs that
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are waiting on each machine, etc. The same groups of information are used by him

for making various decisions. lt is like having a pool of current information from which

he picks up only that which is relevant to the problem under consideration. For such

a process, the Blackboard concept provides an ideal scheme to manage the plant

information.

The data structures developed for the knowledge representation schemes are

very modular and independent of the type and number of attributes. Hence, as the

need for more knowledge is felt during system development, attributes could be in-

cluded in the data structures without affecting the storage and retrieval routines.

4.2.1 Knowledge Frames

Knowledge frames provide a representation scheme to organize different pieces

of information with regard to a particular concept or object. lt is observed that a

scheduler typically groups the plant knowledge based on a concept or object. Hence,

to organize such knowledge, frame-based structures were developed. Two major

frames were developed, one for jobs and the other for managing the shift information.

4.2.1.1 Job Frames

The Job frame organizes all knowledge attributes associated with a job. A Job

frame has slots for job characteristics, machining characteristics, status of different

jobs (being processed, or waiting, or finished) etc. The Job frame consists of static

and dynamic knowledge attributes. Examples of static knowledge are job-type, proc-
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essing time, etc. Dynamic knowledge include two types of attributes, relative

temporal attributes and decision attributes. Relative temporal attribute is defined as,

the attribute whose value changes with progress in time. An example of this is, due-

time. Due-time is a relative interpretation of due date, indicating the number of hours

the job is away from the due date, i.e., indicating the closeness to due date. The

concept of due-time has been conceived for the ease of real time control. Decision

attribute is one whose value changes because of certain decision making during the

course of problem solving. For example, a job is initially assigned to press P70, but

under certain dynamic situation it is rescheduled to press P72. Hence, the attribute,

press_number is a decision attribute. An example of a generic Job frame is lllustrated

below.

{KNOWLEDGE FRAME
{FRAME NAME : "JOBS"

{OBJECT_OF_INTEREST : jobnumber
{ATTRIBUTES

due_time : [in hours]
press_number : [machine number]
co|lator_number : [machine number]
shift_for_press : [tirst/second/third/unassigned]
shift_for_collator : [ürst/second/third/unassigned]
job_type : [normal/rush]
press_processing__time : [processing time]
collator_processing_time : [procesing time]
status : [waiting for press/

on press/
waiting for collator/
on collator/
complete] }}}}

In the above illustration, the possible values an attribute (slot) can take are

shown in []. The slots of a frame are filled in by one of the following ways.
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1. From lngut Data : When a frame ls initially created, attributes may take

values from the input data. For example, job-type may take value from the

input job data.

2. From the Data Base : Values from asserted facts in the data base could be

used to fill the slots in a frame. For example, machining characteristics of a

press could be retrieved from the data base.

3. From the User : Certaln attributes may need user dependent values in

which case, during consultation, the user is asked to enter the value for an

attribute.

4. Default Value : Static attributes can be assigned default values, if other

means of acquiring a value falls. For example, a default value of ’normal’

would be assigned to job-type if the input data does not provide the infor-

mation.

5. Dynamically Changed by a Rule : Decision attributes may get values dy-

namically by a rule. For example, a rule to change the press_number of a job

could be,

IF
job10 rescheduled to press P72

THEN
update Job frame for press_number

Whenever jobs are loaded into the plant, instances of Job frames are created for

each job which are written onto the Blackboard. Thereafter, the Job frame instances

may be used by any KS and if any change in a slot value occurs, it is updated ln the
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Blackboard. After a job is completed, its frame is erased from the Blackboard, as it

is no more required. Storage and retrieval of knowledge from frames and other data

structures are discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.1.2 Shift Information Frames

The plant works in three shifts a day and five days a week. The scheduler

measures the future plant load (or a machine load) in terms of shifts. For instance, if

the scheduler has to reschedule a job, he needs to look at the required machine’s

load in the coming shifts. Hence, a frame structure was developed to maintain plant

information on a shift basis. The number of such frame instances to be created de-

pends on the time window selected for the pre-release schedule. In this demon-

stration system, the time window selected is one day, or, three shifts. So, at the

beginning of every day three frames are created, one for each shift. An example of a

generic shift information frame is shown below.

{KNOWLEDGE FRAME
{FRAME NAME : "SHlFT_INFORMATION"

{OBJECT_OF_lNTEREST : shiftnumber
{ATTRIBUTES

presses_tobe_operated 2 [list of press numbers]
coIlators_tobe_operated 2 [list of collator numbers]
job_que

P70 2 [jobnumbers]
P71 2 [jobnumbers]

operators 2 [operators list] }}}}
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The shift information frame is an illustration of a hierarchical knowledge frame.

As shown above, job_que is an attribute which consists of sub-attributes of machine
. numbers. The value of a machine number would give the list of jobs assigned to that

machine in that particular shift. All the attributes in the Shift Information frame are

dynamic knowledge. The slots in a Shift Information frame are filled in the same way

as described for the Job frame.

These frame structures offer modularity in organizing the plant knowledge. The

modularity is well exploited in the program development. For example, in a rule base

it may be necessary to know the load (in hours) of say press P70 in the third shift. The

Shift information frame for third shift could be accessed for the job-que attribute for

P70. For each job in this list, the Job frames could be accessed for the press proc-

essing time, which when totalled up would give the load on P7O in the third shift.

4.2.2 Time Manager

A tree like structure called Time Manager, has been developed to organize and

dynamically maintain global temporal attributes. Global temporal attributes are de-

fined to be those whose values are independent of any other attribute or concept,

except time. Examples of global temporal attributes are, present shift, time left in the

day, etc. These attributes have been divided into groups. The Time Manager could

be represented as a graph as shown in Figure 6 on page 61. Whenever the Time

Manager is invoked for a particular attribute in a Group, it gives the value of the at-

tribute at that moment. Say for example, the remaining time in the shift is to be
known, the Time Manager would return the value, which would be the actual time left
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from that moment to the end of the shift. Such temporal information is needed during

the decision making process of the rule base. Groups and attributes could be added

to this scheme without affecting the basic data structure nor the storage and retrieval

routines.

4.2.3 R_Tab|e

Data which are relational in nature are stored in a structure called R_TabIe. A

R_Table represents a particular object and is a collection of attribute—value tuples

(pairs). ln this scheme, objects may be physical entities such as a ’machine’ or they

may be conceptual entities such as ’machine availability’. Attributes assoclate with

only one particular characteristic or property of the object. Machine numbers are the

attributes for the concept ’machine availability’. The value is the specific state of the

attribute in a particular situation. For example, to store information about the avail-

ability of machines (say, P70, P71, etc.), the R_Table representation would be as

shown below.

{R_TABLE
{R_TABLE NAME : "machine availability"
{EXPECTED VALUES : [available/in_repair/idle]

{ATTRIBUTES
P70 : [value]
P71 : [value]

Fin : [value] }}}}
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The attributes in a R_Tab|e could be either static or dynamic. But for a particular ·

R_Table all the attributes have to be of the same type. The value filling is done in

similar ways as described for the frames.
D

4.2.4 Production Rules
l

Production rules is the scheme chosen for representing the scheduler’s

heuristics. The inherent backward chaining mechanism of Prolog is the basic con-

sideration in developing the rule base in Prolog based systems. A rule in Prolog

clause is typically in the form, ’Action <- Condition’. A simple rule could be illus-

trated as,

{PRODUCTION RULE
{RULE NAME : "TO_RESCHEDULE__OR_NOT”

{{ reschedule jobs for the machine}
IF

{machine breakdown} AND
{expected repairtime > 4 hours} AND
{time left in the day > 6 hours} }}}

The condition part ofthe rule has to be satisfied for the action to be taken. Each

clause of the action part looks for a match with an asserted fact or, fires another rule.

For firing another rule, a condition clause of one rule has to match with the action part

of another rule. The system has been designed such that independent rule bases are

developed for each specific problem. So, a KS for press breakdown would consist of

various rules to conclude the actions to be performed for the press breakdown. This
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modular approach provides the facility to expand any rule base or to add new rule

bases without affecting the other rule bases.

4.3 Information Storage and Retrieval

Having conceptualized the different knowledge representation schemes to be

developed, the following programming steps are needed for utilizing the data struc-

tures in the system development.

1. routines to implement the data structures

2. routines to retrieve pieces of information from a data structure

3. routines to dynamically change values ln a data structure

Complex code has been developed to implement these routines, offering simple

and standardized programming syntax. ln this section only the syntax of these rou-

tines are illustrated. The reader is suggested to refer the system program for the ac-

tual implementation of these routines. Before discussing the routines, the Blackboard

structure is explained next.

4.3.1 Blackboard Structure

Blackboard is a global data structure which consists of the data structures dis-

cussed in the previous section. The Blackboard concept provides a shared dynamic

data base, which can be accessed and updated from any part of the system. The
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Blackboard contains knowledge frames, R_Tables, and the Time Manager. A plctorial

representation of the Blackboard structure is shown in Figure 7 on page 65. ln the

following sections, routines to create, store, and retrieve these data structures from

the Blackboard are discussed. Some of these routines are based on concepts

adopted from GUESS/1.

4.3.2 Creation Routines

Most of the data structures are inltially created when the system starts func-

tioning. Sometimes it may be necessary to create a data structure during the course

of the day, for example, when a rush job arrives in the plant, a Job frame has to be

created for this job. To create frames, R-Tables, and the Time Manager, the Prolog

clauses could be illustrated as follows.
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Frames :

(rules tolget attribute values)

(CREATE;KF
KF IS *framename
OBJECT IS *object_of_interest
CONTENT IS ((K1 "v1) (K2 *v2) (Kn vn)))

where,
*framename = the generic frame name
*object_of_interest = the specific object for which the frame

is to be created
K1, K2, .. Kn = the keys (attribute names)
"v1, *v2, .. *vn = the attribute values

R Tab/es :

(rules tolget attribute values)

(CREATE;R_TABLE
R_TABLE IS *tabIename
EXPECTED VALUESS [E1/E2/..En] default : anything
CONTENT IS ((K1 *v1) (K2 *v2) (Kn vn)))

where,
*tabIename = the object or concept of the R_TabIe
E1, E2, .. En = values, the attributes are expected to take,

if not specified, default is, anything
K1, K2, .. Kn = the keys
'v1, *2, .. *vn = the values
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Time Manager:

(CREATE TIMEMANAGER)

The Time Manager is created only once, at time zero, i.e., at start of the day.

4.3.3 Retrieval Routines

During the course of problem solving, it is necessary to retrieve data from the

Blackboard. The following routines provide this facility.

Frames .·

(BLACKBOARD__LOOKUP
KF IS *framename
OBJECT IS *object_of_interest
KEY IS *attributename
VALUE IS *value)

where,
input : 'framename, *object_of_interest, *attributename
output : *vaIue

R Tab/es :

(BLACKBOARD__LOOKUP
R__TABLE IS 'tablename
KEY IS *attributename
VALUE IS ’value)

where,
input : *tablename, *attributename
output : *vaIue
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Time Manager :
(SEE_TII~/IEMANAGER

GROUP IS *group
KEY IS *attributename
VALUE IS *vaIue)

where,
input : "group, *attribute
output : *value

4.3.4 Dynamic Update Routines

Having been able to create the data structure and retrieve information, routines

are needed to dynamically update attributes under certain actions performed in the

rule base. The following routines are utilized to update the data structures.

Frames :

(BLACKBOARD_DYNA
KF IS *framename
OBJECT IS *object_of_interest
KEY IS *attributename
VALUE IS *newvalue)

where,
input 1 *framename, *object_of_interest, *attributename, *newvalue
output : none

R Tab/es :

(BLACKBOARD_DYNA
R_TABLE IS *tabIename
KEY IS *attributename
VALUE IS *newvaIue)

where,
input : *tablename, *attributename, *newvalue
output 1 none
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Time Manager:

(UPDATE_TIMEMANAGER
GROUP IS *group
KEY IS *attributename
VALUE IS *newvaIue)

where,
input : *group, *attributename, *newvaIue
output : none

In dynamic updating of frames and R-Tables the value of only the attribute which

is indicated is changed. But for Time Manager, the updating follows a directed net-

work. Following is an example,

(UPDATE_TIMEMANAGER
GROUP IS INTERACTION_TlME
KEY IS CURRENT
VALUE IS *newvaIue)

In this case besides updating CURRENT, the routine would also update other attri-

butes like, REMAlNlNG_TlME In GROUP SHIFT. This could be Illustrated graphically

as shown In Figure 8 on page 71.

4.4 Real Time Control

The system has been designed for apparent real time control. The system does

not update its temporal attributes continuously, but It does intermittently. Everytime

the user interacts with the system, the system updates all the temporal attributes

based on the current Interaction time and the last Interaction time. For example, if dj,

is the due-time of job j at the last Interaction time, t, , then the due-time of job j, djc,

at the current Interaction time, tc , is,
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dj, = dj, - At
where,

At = elapsed time between the two interactions

= tc - t,

After the problem solving process, before the control goes to the user interface,

the attribute for last interaction time (in Time l\/lanager) is equated to the current

interaction time. So, for the next user—system interaction, the system would have

stored the last interaction time.

This approach for real time control is based on the hypothesis that, for any dy-

namic situation, the problem solving process takes zero time. This is implied by the

fact that when the user interacts with the system, first, all temporal attributes are

updated based on current interaction time, then during the problem solving process,

whenever the temporal attributes are accessed, their values are based on the time

the system was interacted, though some actual time would have elapsed since the

interaction.

4.5 User Interface and Flow of Control

The User Interface is a menu-driven system. During the course of the plant

study, the frequently encountered dynamic situations could be ldentified into groups.

For example, press breakdown is a group which will include breakdown of any press

in the plant. These identifiable groupings led to the design of the knowledge base
structure as discussed in section 4.1. A menu-based User Interface was chosen for
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the same reason. One of the menus pertain to ’other probIems’, for situations that are

not as frequent. Under a dynamic situation, once a menu is chosen, the user may

be asked questions such as, specify the machine number, anticipated repair time.

Depending on the situation encountered and the information gathered, the Control

Block transfers control to the appropriate rule base (KS) for problem solving.

The flow of control could be depicted as a tree, as shown in Figure 9 on page

74. The Control Block consists of Action Blocks (AB). AB’s embody strategies for

using the KS’s, i.e., they are knowledge about knowledge. This type of guidance is

especially useful when there are more than one KS to solve a specific problem. The

AB’s are based on the concept of meta-rules [25]. Though all the advantages of

meta-rule concept have not been exploited, the AB’s do provide a framework which

could be enhanced. Each AB leads to an AND/OR structure, the branches leading to

the KS’s. In the KS as different rules are executed, current information of various

attributes are needed, these are accessed from the Blackboard. Once a KS is exe-

cuted, the user is advised as to what course of action is to be taken. For example, the

action may specify a new schedule of some jobs. Having made the decision, the

system updates appropriate information in the Blackboard as per the course of action

advised.

This control structure provides a clean organization of knowledge and, ease of

modification and addition of established strategies and rules. Grouping the rules into

independent KS’s has the advantage of enhancing a particular set of heuristics with-

out affecting the other strategies.
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5.0 System Implementation On The Case

This chapter discusses the program logic, illustrating the decision making

process and some of the scheduler’s heuristics. As discussed in the last chapter, the

user interface is a menu based system. Each menu option represents a dynamic sit-

uation encountered. Following are the menus incorporated.

1. Start of Day

2. Press Breakdown

3. Collator Breakdown

4. Job Completion at the Press

5. Job Completion at the Collator

6. Rush Job

7. A New Batch of Jobs

8. Material Shortage

9. Labor Absenteeism

10. Show Plant Status

11. Change in Shift

Of these options, issues for Material Shortage, and Labor Absenteeism have not

been addressed. Whenever any menu is selected, first all temporal attributes are

updated. All the updating is with respect to the current interaction time and the last

interaction time. These and other attributes are updated first in the Time Manager.
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Then, different data structures are accessed for changing some of the attribute val-

ues, for example, due_time in every Job frame is decreased by the elapsed time be-

tween the two interactions. Once the updating is done, the problem solving logic

depends on the dynamic situation. The decision making logic has one major objec-

tive, attempt to complete all the jobs on or before due date. ln the following sections

the problem solving process for the different dynamic situations are explained briefly.

5.1 Start of Day

At the start of every time window (a day), this menu has to be selected first. The

major function of this option is to ’boot up' the system for operation. The tasks per-

formed here are :

1. Load the data file containing the input data.

2. Create the instances of all the data structures, like, the Job and Shift Infor-

mation frames, R_Tables, and the Time Manager.

3. Show the user the pre-release schedule.

The AB for start of day has three command functions. First, the input data file is

loaded. Then, from the data all the job numbers are picked and the control is passed

to a KS which has the set of rules to create the knowledge frames for each of those

jobs. Next the Shift Information frames are created for the three shifts. Information

needed for creating the frames are mainly taken from the input data. Many attribute

values are computed (applying various rules). For example, the jobs assigned for

press P70 in second shift would be obtained by searching through all the jobs which
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have been assigned to P70 in the second shift, and this list is arranged in ascending

order of their schedule time.

Besides creating the frames, some R_Tables, like, "Machine Availability" are

created. The Time Manager is created based on default values, for example, the

current time is set to zero. The problem solving logic for Start of Day is given in Fig-

ure 10 on page 78 and the knowledge sources (KS) employed are described in Table

1. The rules used in Knowledge Sources are not illustrated in Table 1 because they

pertain to system design aspect and not to the scheduler’s decision making logic.

Once all the data structures are created and the pre-release schedule displayed, the

control backs up to the menu system.

5.2 Press Breakdown

During the problem solving of any situation, a list structure called, Object_List,

maintains the unique information relevant to only that situation. In this case, the press

number is stored in the Object_List, which can be retrieved during problem solving.

The retrieving syntax are like, ’GetFirst Object_Of_lnterest’, ’GetNext

Object_Of_lnterest’, etc.

In the AB for this situation, the user is asked for the estimated repair time of the

press. In the plant, this is provided by the Maintenance department. Such estimation

questions can also have an answer, ’Unknown’. The KS for press breakdown is con-

cerned with rescheduling of jobs which have been lined up for the broken press.
Before the KS for press breakdown is invoked,the following are updated.

I
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Figure 10. Problem Solving Logic for Start of Day
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Table 1. Description of' Rules used for Start of Day

Items Description
M1 Start of Day

(Menu 1)
AB1 Load input data file, and KS1, KS2, KS3 and KS4
KS 1 1 Create Job Frame for each job
KS2 1 Create Shift Information Frames for all the shifts in the

time window (scheduling period) assumed to be one day
KS3 1 Create R_Tables
KS4 1 Create Time Manager with t.he current interaction time set to 0

1 The rules used in Knowledge Sources are not illustrated here because they pertain to systemdesign aspects and not to the scheduler's decision making logic
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• Time Manager
• R_Table for estimated repair time
• R_Table for breakdown time of a machine

The initial decision making depends on the estimated repair time and there are

three cases arising because of this. Hence, at this level one of the following rules are

fired.

1. lf it is greater than or equal to 4.0 hours, then all the jobs waiting for the

broken press have to be rescheduled.

2. lf it is less than 4.0 hours, then only the rush jobs need to be rescheduled.

3. If it is unknown, then only those jobs which are very close to the due date

are rescheduled.

Each of these cases are discussed next.

5.2.1 Case 1

Jobs can be rescheduled based on different criteria. The criterion considered

here is to find a slot for each job in any of the remaining shifts. This is done for each

job in the following steps.

1. Pick up the alternate press list for the job.

2. lteratively for each press in the list find ifthere is a slot available for this job

in any ofthe remaining shifts. The job is assigned to the first such available

press.
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j The slot flnding search starts from the present shift to the last shift. For example,

lf the present shift is second, then the search ls done for each of the presses in the

second shift. lf this falls then, the searching is done for the third shift.

First the alternate press list is plcked up for the job. Then the Time Manager is

invoked to know the present shift. The slot availability for a particular shift is found

by first checklng the availability status of the press in that shift. lf it is available (i.e.,

in operation or, expected to be operated), its load is computed. If the press process-

ing time of the job is less than the difference of the load and the shift time of 8.0

hours, then the press is a probable candidate for the job. Now, the asslgnment is

carried out only if the job could be completed before the due date. This is checked

by computing the expected time requirement. lf this falls or, at the first place the

press was not available, then the next press from the alternate press list is plcked

and the above slot flnding process is repeated.

If none of the alternate press can accommodate this job, then the job is tempo-

rarlly stored in a list structure called, Tempnotassigned. This list could be checked

in the future or, another set of heuristlc rules could be applied to reschedule them.

Once a job is assigned to a press, resequenclng of the jobs on that press is

necessary. Resequencing can be done by applying heuristlc rules or an algorithm.

At present, First ln First Out (FIFO) rule has been incorporated. By the FlFO rule, the

new job is assigned behind the existing queue.
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After the job is sequenced on a press, all the attributes which are affected by

this action are updated in the various data structures. Then the control backs up to

the top level, that is, the menu system.

5.2.2 Case 2

ln this case, of a broken press only the rush jobs are picked up from the queue

for reassignment. The logic for reassignment is the same as for the arrival of a rush

job situation discussed in Section 5.6.

5.2.3 Case 3

When the expected repair time is unknown, only those jobs that are close to the

due date are rescheduled. lf the difference of due time and 1.5 times the total proc-

essing time is 4.0 hours, then the job is considered to be close to due time. All such

jobs are selected from the broken press. The actions to be performed on this list are

exactly the same as in Case 1.

The problem solving logic for Press Breakdown is summarized in Figure 11 on

page 83 while the rules used are described in Table 2. The rules used are repres-

ented by the letter R.
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Table 2. Description of Rules used in the Problem Solving Logic for Press (or Collator)Breakdown

Description
M2 Press Breakdown

(Menu 2)
AB1 lf estimated repair time 2 4 hrs.

Then KS° lf estimated repair time < 4 hrs.
Then KS

lf estimateä repair time unknownThen KS3
KS Reschedule all waiting jobs on the press

R1 If no jobs on the press
Then R2

Else R3
R2 Update relevant information
R3 Select the first job in the queue to find its new scheduleR4 Obtain the alternate press list

and lf the alternate press is nilThen R2
or If search is complete for the shift

and lf present shift is not last
Then recursively call R4 for next shift

Else job not assigned
or If alternate press list is not nil

Then pick the next best alternate press
R5 lf the press is not available

Then recursively call R4
Else R8

R0 If the press is going to be in operation in the relevant shiftThen R7andR8
Ry lf press is in operation

Then the press is a probable candidate and ünd its load
R8 lf there is no slot for the job on the probable candidate press

Then recursively call R4
Else R9

Rg Assign the job to the press by FIFO rule
R10 Update relevant information
R11 Get next job in queue of the broken press and recursively call R1
R12 If rescheduling attempted for all jobs that were waiting on the broken pressThen call Menu

KS Reschedule only the rush jobs among the jobs in queue of the broken press31 Find the rush jobs, and use R2
R2 The problem solving logic for this situation is like that of rush jobs (Menu M8)

KS Reschedule only the critical jobs among the jobs in queue of the broken press/91 Find the critical jobs, and use R2
R2 The problem solving logic for this situation is like that of KS1

‘
The 'press’ and 'co|Iator’ can be used interchangeably in the table.
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5.3 Collator Breakdown

When a collator breaks down, the rescheduling of jobs is carried out in the same

manner as discussed for press breakdown in the last section. The scheduler has

more alternative heuristics for decision making under this situation and not all have

been incorporated into the system. The problem solving logic and the rules used are

as described in Figure 11 on page 83 and Table 2 respectively with the term ’press’

replaced by ’collator’.

5.4 Job Completion at Press

This menu is invoked when a scheduled job is completed at a press. The user

is only asked to enter the job number. The system keeps track of the press it has

been assigned to and other related information. The AB checks if this job is the last

scheduled job for that press. This is done by first accessing the Job frame of the job

just completed and identifying the press it was just processed. Then, for that press

the Shift Information frame is accessed to find the queue. lf there is no more jobs in

the queue, then that press is flagged ’idle’. Otherwise, the next job is loaded on the

press and all the relevant information are updated. The status of the job in the Job

frames is changed to ’waiting for collator'. Then the job is checked whether it is a

normal or a rush job.

If the job is a rush one, then it has to be scheduled to a collator. This is because

normal jobs have a pre-release schedule for press and collator, while the rush jobs
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don’t. Before this situation occurred, there might have been other situations which

may have caused rescheduling of some jobs on presses. Those actions would now

affect this job’s schedule on the collators. Hence, a check is made to find whether the

original schedule of the collator for this job still holds. lf not, then a new schedule for

the job has to be found. The problem solving logic for job completion at a press is

summarized in Figure 12 on page 87 and the rules used are described in Table 3.

To find a schedule at the collator, the logic is similar to the process when rush

jobs arrive at the presses. The arrival of rush jobs is discussed in Section 5.6.

5.5 Job Completion at Collator

After the completion of a job at the collator the job is considered ’the complete

job' and ready for shipping. After collating some jobs require a small process called,

doctoring. This process has not been considered here. As in the case of a job com-

pletion at the press, if the queue is not zero the next job is loaded, else the collator

is flagged ’idle’. Then, the status of this job is changed to ’complete’, and all the

other relevant information are updated. The problem solving logic for job completion

at a collator is summarized in Figure 13 on page 88 and the rule used are described

in Table 4.
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Figure 12. Problem Solving Logic for Job Completion at a Press
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Figure 13. Problem Solving Logic for Job Completion at a Collator
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Table 3. Description of Rules used for Job Completion at a Press.

M4 Job completion at a press
(Menu 4) · ,AB1 lf no more jobs in the queue of the press which processed the job,Then KS1

Else KS1 and KS2
KS Assignment of the completed job to a collator

Ä1 lf the completed job is normal
Then assign it to a collator according to the prerelease scheduleElse R2

R2 lf the completed job is a rush job
Then determine the collator assignment for this joband

lf the rush job is blue
Then R3

Else R4
R3 Select the best (or next best) alternate collator for this job

lf the search is completed for the shift without a successand lf the present shift is not last
Then recursively call R3 for the next shift

Else job not assigned
- R4 The problem solving logic for this situation is like that of collator breakdown(Menu

MC2)
which reschedules jobs starting from the firstpreferre press

R5 lf the collator is not available
Then recursively call R3Else R6

R6 lf the collator is not going to be in operation for the shift in consideration
Then recursively call R3

Else R7
R lf the remaining time, after the completion of the job in process,7 is less than or equal to the processing time of the rush job,Then recursively call R3

Else R8
R3 Schedule the rush job next on the press after the job in process, that is,use LIFO rule
Rg Update relevant information regarding this assignment

R10 Reschedule the existing queue, if any, of the collator on which the rush
job is scheduled

R11 Use the same problem solving logic as that of collator breakdown (Menu M2)
KS Load a new job from the queue of the press which just completed a job51 Pick the next (FIFO) job from the queue of the press which just completed the jobR2 - Update relevant information

|
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Table 4. Description of Rules used for Job Completion at a Collator

li ¤@S<=ri¤¢i¤¤
M5 Job completion at a collator

(Menu 5)
AB1 lf no more job in the queue of the collator which just processed the jobThen KS1

Else KS2 .
KS1 Update relevant information to flag the collator as idle
KS Load a new job from the queue of the collator which just completed the jobR)1

Pick the next (FIFO) job from the queue of the collator which just completed the joR2 Update the relevant information for the job just completed as well as for thenew job just loaded
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_ 5.6 Rush Jobs

Rush jobs arrive at the plant quite often during the course of production. There

are two types of rush jobs, one which has a specified due date, and the other is

termed as, ’blue ticket' jobs. Blue ticket jobs are those which are directly sent by the
’ Customer Services department. These jobs are the highest priority jobs which have

to be completed in the shortest possible time, at any cost. Blue ticket jobs are im-

mediately Ioäded on the machines, without consideration for any other jobs in the

plant. The user should enter the data ofthe new job either as data file or interactively.

Then, a Job frame is created for this job. The action to be performed for the arrival

of a rush job is to assign it to a press, while it is scheduled to the collator after being

processed at the press. The AB checks for the job type and the decision taken at this

point depends on whether it is a blue ticket or not.

If it is a blue ticket job, then the press required for this job is checked for avail-

ability. lf the press is available, then the job is to be assigned immediately after the

job in process. From the Shift Information frame for the present shift the queue for

the press is found. The first job in this list is the job in process. But the assignment

depends on factors such as, the remaining time left in the shift. So, first the remaining

press processing time of the job in process is found. The remaining press process-

ing time is the prescribed press processing time minus the time elapsed since the

job was loaded. Then, the available time on the press is found, which is the difference

of the remaining time in the shift and the remaining press processing time of the job

in process. lf this available time is greater than or equal to the prescribed press
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processing time of the blue ticket job, then the job is assigned to this press, following

the Last ln First Out (LIFO) rule.

Once this job is inserted in the queue, all the relevant information is updated.

Because of this lnsertion, the other jobs in the queue are affected. These jobs have

to be checked and if necessary they have to be rescheduled. This rescheduling logic

is similar to that described for press breakdown.

lfthe available time is less than the prescribed press processing time ofthe blue

ticket job or, if the press was not available for this shift, then the job’s alternate press

list is obtained and the above logic is again applied to each of the presses until an

insertion slot is found. Even if this falls, the whole of the above process is repeated

for the presses in the next shift, and so on through the last shift.

If the rush job is not a blue ticket job, then an assignment is to be found in ac-
J

cordance with its specified due date. At this stage, such a rush job is like a normal

job in the pre-release schedule, only that its due date is shorter than a normal job.

Hence, its rescheduling is done like that in the press breakdown situation. All the

relevant information are updated after a schedule ls found. The problem solving logic

for scheduling rush jobs is summarized in Figure 14 on page 93 and the rules used

are described in Table 5.
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Figure 14. Problem Solving Logic for Scheduling Rush Jobs
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Table 5. Description of Rules used for Scheduling Rush Jobs

Description
M6 Scheduling rush jobs

(Menu 6)
AB1 To create Job Frame from input data

KS1 Set of rules to create a job-frame for the rush job

AB2 lf the rush job is blue ticket
Then KS2

Else KS3
KS Schedule the rush job immediately

51 Select the best (or next best) alternate press for this job
lf search is over for the shift without a success and
lf present shift is not last

Then recursively call R1 for next shift .
Else job not assigned

R2 If the press is not available
Then recursively call R1

Else R3
R3 If the press is nOt going to be in operation for the shift in consideration

Then recursively call R1
Else R4

R4 lf the remalning time, after the completion of the job in process, is less than
or equal to the processing time of the rush job

Then recursively call R1
Else R5

R5 Schedule the rush job next on the press after the job in process, that is, LIFO
R6 Update relevant information regarding this assignment
Ry Reschedule the existing queue, if any, of the press in which the rush job is

scheduled
R6 Use the same problem solving logic as that of press breakdown (Menu M2)

KS Scheduling of rush job that are not blue
/31 The problem solving logic for this situation is like that of press breakdown

(Menu M2) which reschedules jobs starting from the first preferred press
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5.7 New Batch of Jobs

Sometimes, a set of jobs arrive with normal due dates. This might happen be-

cause it may be found that the plant load is low. These jobs are like the rush jobs

(without blue ticket) and their assignment are done as explained above.

5.8 Plant Status

This option is provided for the user to see the current status of the various pa-

rameters of the plant. These are retrieved from different data structures. lf neces-

sary, this could be further enhanced to include quantitative or statlstical

measurement and analysis of certain factors like, job tardiness, etc.

5.9 Change in Shift

When a change in shift occurs, the user has to select this menu. The AB has two

decision making criteria. The system firsts checks if last shift was the third shift (from

the Time Manager). lf it is the third, then the system considers it as the end of day

and control is passed to the KS to take appropriate actions. If it is not the end of day,

then the KS, 'next shift', is fired.
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For the next shift to begin, first the status of all the jobs is checked. The last shift

jobs which have not been processed are stored in Tempnotassigned. Actually, deci-

sions on these jobs have to be taken at this point, but have not been incorporated.

All the attributes in the Time Manager are updated such as, the present shift attribute

is changed to the new shift. Then, all other temporal attributes are updated in the

various data structures. All the frames of jobs which were completed in the last shift

are erased from the Blackboard. The system then displays the schedule for the new

shift, before backing up to the menus.

If it is the end of day, the system picks up all the jobs which are not complete.

This information is supposed to be passed on to the OR model, to be considered for

the next planning schedule to be generated. At this stage the system is expected to

get off, to be ’rebooted’ for the next day. The problem solving logic for incorporating

change in shift is summarized in Figure 15 on page 97 and the rules used are de-

scribed in Table 6.
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Figure 15. Problem Solving Logic for Incorporating Change in Shift
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Table 6. Descrlptlon ol Rules for lncorporatlng Change ol Shllt

¤<==S¤r*¤¤¤¤
M8 Change of shift

(Menu 8)
AB1 lf end of time window (day)

Than KS1
Else KS2

KS End of day (winding up) operations
A1 Determine status of all incomplete jobs, and stop

KS3 Rescheduling of incomplete jobs which are not designated as Tempnotassigned
1 Update all relevant information (clock updating etc.)

R2 If the machine (press or collator) to which a job was assigned in the last shift is
to be operated in the next shift

. Then use LIFO (i.e., assign this job first on that machine)
R3 If the machine (press or collator) is not to be operated in the next shift

Then treat this job as a rush job without blue ticket
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6.0 Sample System Test Session

To demonstrate the working ofthe different knowledge representation structures

and the logic, an interactive session conducted with the system is illustrated in this

Chapter. The system was run for a simulated period of one day. Some of the data

was used from those gathered for some other purpose. ln this demonstration each

of the dynamic situations are created by the author. Hence, the data and the results

do not represent an actual dynamic environment of the plant.

ln the session, an attempt was made to to consider most of the dynamic situ-

ations discussed in Chapter 5. The pre·release schedule data has been organized as

shown in Table 7. The Rush Jobs data is shown in Table 8. The data is actually

Ioaded into the system as an input file in the form of Prolog assertions. For example,

the Prolog clause for job 1 data would be,

(job 1 11 first 1 2.0 (40 74) 61 first 1 4.2 (81 82) normal)

The author-system interaction is briefly discussed here. The bold highlighted

phrases are the system responses while the normal highlighted phrases are the user

replies. The menu chosen and the interaction time are underscored.
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Start of Day
Interaction Time : 0.0
.......Loading Knowledge Bases
.......Creating Knowledge Structures
.......The Pre-Release Schedule is (see Table 9.)
.......The BEDS is Ready

Press Breakdown

Interaction Time : 1.5
What is the Press Number ?
11
What is the Estimated Repair Time of Press 11 ?
6.0
Assign Job #

’2’ on Press ’74’ in shift ’second’ after Job # '16'
Collator ’61’ need not be Operated in Shift ’first’

Rush Job
Interaction Time : 1.9
What is the Job Number?
R1
ls the Data for Job R1 Loaded ? (If yes, enter the filename)
yes RUSH.HC
Assign Job # ’R1' on Press '71’ in Shift ’first’ after Job #

’19’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 2.2
What is the Job Number ?
14
Load Job # ’15’ Next on Press ’74'
Job #

’14’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’44’
in Shift ’first’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 2.3
What is the Job Number ?
5
Load Job #

’6’ Next on Press
’22’

Job #
’5’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’80’

in Shift ’second’ at time ’8.0’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 2.6
What is the Job Number ?
19
Load Job #

’R1' Next on Press ’71’
Job #

’19’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator
’10’

in Shift ’first’ ’now’
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Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 2.8
What is the Job Number '?
14
Job #

’15’ is yet to arrive for Collator ’44’
Job #

’14’ has been processed at Collator ’44’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 4.4
What is the Job Number ?
11
No more Jobs for Press ’23’
Job #

’11’ has been processed at Press ’23’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’60’
in Shift ’first’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 4.5
What is the Job Number ?
15
No more Jobs for Press ’74’
Job # ’15’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’44’
in Shift ’first’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 5.2
What is the Job Number ?
11
No more Jobs for Collator ’60’
Job #

’11’ has been processed at Collator ’74’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 6.0
What is the Job Number ?
15
No more Jobs for Collator ’44’
Job #

’15’ has been processed at Collator ’44’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 7.1
What is the Job Number '?
19
No more Jobs for Collator ’10’
Job #

’19’ has been processed at Collator ’10’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 7.7
What is the Job Number '?
R1
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No more Jobs for Press ’71’
Job #

’R1’ has been processed at Press ’71’ ’R1’ is a ’rush’ Job. Load Job #
’R1’ on Collator ’10’ in Shift ’second’ after Job #

’20’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 7.9
What is the Job Number 7
6
No more Jobs for Press ’22’
Job #

’6’ has been processed at Press ’22’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’80’
in Shift ’third’ at time ’16.0’

Shift Change
Have Any Broken Machines Been Repaired 7
(If yes, Enter the Machine Number, Else nil)
11
The Schedule For the Shift ’second’ is (see Table 10)

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 10.9
What is the Job Number 7
20
Load Job #

’21’ Next on Press ’71’
Job #

’20’ has been processed at Press ’71’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’10’
in Shift ’second’ ’now’

Press Breakdown
Interaction Time : 11.0
What is the Press Number 7
23
What is The Estimated Repair Time of Press ’23’
unknown
No Schedule has been found for Job ’12’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 11.1
What is the Job Number 7
3
Load Job #

’4’ Next on Press ’11’
Job #

’3’ has been processed at Press ’11’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’61’
in Shift ’second’ ’now’

Rush Job
Interaction Time : 11.5
What is the Job Number 7
R2
Is Job Data Loaded 7 (lf yes, Enter the Filename)
yes RUSH2.HC
Job #

’R2’ is a ’BLUE TICKET' Job
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Assign Job #
’R2’ on Press ’22’ in Shift ’second’ immediately after the Loaded

Job #
’7’ is Processed.

Load Job #
’R2’ on Collator ’81’ before Job #

’8’ at Time ’16.0’ in Shift ’Third"

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 11.7
What is the Job Number '?
16
Load Job #

’2’ Next on Collator ’74’
Job #

’16’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’82’
in Shift ’second’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 12.4
What is the Job Number ?
7
Load Job #

’8’
Next on Press

’22’
Job #

’7’ has been processed at Press ’22’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’80’
in Shift ’third’ after Job #

’6’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 13.0
What is the Job Number '?
2
No mre Jobs for Press ’74’
Job #

’2’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’80’
in Shift ’second’ after Job #

’5’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 13.2
What is the Job Number ?
3
Job #

’4’ is yet to arrive for Collator ’61’
Job #

’3’ has been processed at Collator ’61’ and is’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 13.3
What is the Job Number ?
4
No more Jobs for Press ’11’
Job #

’4’ has been processed at Press ’11’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’61’
in Shift ’second’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 13.5
What is the Job Number ?
5
Load Job #

’2’ Next on Collator ’80’
Job #

’5’ has been processed at Collator ’74’ and is ’COMPLETE’
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Job Comgletion at Coliator
Interaction Time : 13.6
What is the Job Number ?
20
Load Job #

’21’ Next on Collator ’10’
Job #

’20’ has been processed at Coliator ’10’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Coliator
Interaction Time : 14.7
What is the Job Number '?
4
No more Jobs for Coliator ’61’
Job #

’4’ has been processed at Collator '74' and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 14.9
What is the Job Number '?
8
No more Jobs for Press ’22’
Job #

’8’ has been processed at Press ’22’ and is to be Ioaded on Coliator ’81’
in Shift ’third’ at time ’16.0’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 15.5
What is the Job Number '?
21
No more Jobs for Press ’71’
Job #

’21’ has been processed at Press '71' and is to be Ioaded on Coliator ’42’
in Shift ’third’ at time ’16.0’

Job Comgletion at Coliator
Interaction Time : 15.6
What is the Job Number ?
2
No more Jobs for Coliator ’80’
Job #

’2’ has been processed at Coliator ’80’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Shift Change
Have Any Broken Machines Been Repaired '?
(lf yes, Enter the Machine Number, Else nil)
nil
The Schedule For Shift ’third’ is (see Table 11) I
Press ’23’ is ’under repair’

Job Comgletion at Coliator
Interaction Time : 17.2
What is the Job Number ?
R2
Load Job #

’8’ Next on Coliator ’81’
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Job #
’R2’ has been processed at Collator ’81’ and is 'COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 17.3
What is the Job Number ?
6
Load Job #

’7’ Next on Collator ’80’
Job #

’6’ has been processed at Collator ’80’ and is 'COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 18.1
What is the Job Number '?
7
Job #

’9’ is yet to arrive for Collator ’80’
Job #

’7’ has been processed at Collator ’80’ and is 'COMPLETE’

Collator Breakdown
Interaction Time : 18.1
What is the Collator Number '?
42
What is the Estimated Repair Time for Collator ’42’ '?
unknown
No Schedule has yet been found for Job #

’22’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 18.9
What is the Job Number ?
17
Load Job #

’18’ Next on Press ’74’
Job #

’17’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’82’
in Shift ’third’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 19.4
What is the Job Number ?
9
Load Job #

’10’ Next on Press ’22’
Job #

’9’ has been processed at Press ’22’ and is to be Ioaded on Collator ’80’
in Shift ’third’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 20.0
What is the Job Number ?
8
Job #’10’ is yet to arrive for Collator ’81’
Job #

’8’ has been processed at Collator ’81’ and is ’CONIPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 20.5
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What is the Job Number ?
17
Job #’18’ is yet to arrive for Coilator ’82’
Job #

’17’ has been processed at Coilator ’82’ and is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Preess
Interaction Time : 20.6What is the Job Number ? .
18
No more Jobs for Press ’74’
Job #

’18’ has been processed at Press ’74’ and is to be Ioaded on Coilator ’82’
in Shift ’third’ ’now’

Job Comgletion at Collator
Interaction Time : 21.3
What is the Job Number ?
9
No more Jobs for Collator ’80’
Job #

’9’ has been processed at Coilator ’80’ and Is ’COMPLETE’

Job Comgletion at Press
Interaction Time : 21.6
What is the Job Number ?
10
No more Jobs for Press ’22’
Job #

'10’ has been processed at Press ’22’ and is to be Ioaded on Coilator ’81'
in Shift ’third’ ’now’

Job Completion at Coilator
Interaction Time : 22.5
What is the Job Number ?
18
No more Jobs for Coilator ’82’
Job #

’18’ has been processed at Coollator ’82’ and is ’COMPLETE’
Shift Change

This is End of Day
The Final Status of Jobs is (see Table 12)

The system design and the programmng aspects were discussed In Chapter 4

and some of the knowledge implementation were explained In Chapter 5. With this

background, the sample session gives an insight to program logic working beyond

the user Interaction.
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Table 0. Schedule Before Start of Flret Shlft (Start of Day)
”

22222 222222 2222222
222222Press/ Job Oueue Press / Job Queue Press / Job Queue
Collalor # Collalor # Collalor $1

K1 2-2 XI2-2222-2 22 2-2 l§
23 23I22222-2222VI2222

Ä 2-2 80 2-22
2-2 2-22

22 22 82 22-22
IK 82 22 22-22

20 22
Table 10. Schedule Before Start of Second Shift

Second Shrlt Third 611111 -
Press / Job Queue Press Job Queue

. Collator # Collalor :3 I2 K1 2-2-2 22 2- IO 122 22
23 12 74 17,18
74 16.2 71 22

p 71 20.21 27 23
2-2-2
22-22

lil 42 22-22
Kl 22-22 @

Table 11. Schedule Before Start of Third Shift

Third sn111
Press / Job Oueue
Collator #

ZT Ä
74 17,18
71 22
27 23

22-2-22
82 17.16
42 21.22

11 I2
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Table 12. Status ol Jobs at End ol the Day

~*¤b N¤mb~=>rS
Jobs Unassigned to a Press 13

Jobs on Press 12 (P 23), 22 (P 71)
23 (P 27)

‘ Jobs Unassigned to a collator 22
(processed on press)

Jobs on Collator 21 (C 42)

1„2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
Jobs COMPLETED 11,14,15,16,17,18,19
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7.0 Conclusion

This Chapter summarizes the research conducted in developing the knowledge

based system for dynamic scheduling and makes some concluding remarks on the

work accomplished. ln the end, recommendations for future research to enhance this

system and to develop the proposed integrated system are made.

7.1 Research Summary and Conclusion

The increased emphasis of automation in production has resulted in pressuriz-

ing the decision making process because of the need of expertise and real time

control. For these reasons AI has attracted researchers to solve industrial problems.

AI systems thus utilize the DGST of computing techniques and experts of the field.

This thesis work has shown the viability of using rule based expert system approach

for dynamic scheduling.

The research has provided a framework to develop a knowledge based system

for dynamic scheduling and has demonstrated this framework on a case study. Fol-

lowing are some of the system features.
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• Information and knowledge management on real time basis for dynamic sched-

uling is feasible.

• Rule based representation of scheduIer’s heuristics offers ease in knowledge

acquisition and coding.

• System design is highly modular offering wide scope for further development and

enhancement.

• The incorporation of the apparent real time concept has the advantage of elimi-

nating the user, to a large extent, from the information feedback loop. The ap-

proach reduces the user dependance for information, resulting in reliability ofthe

system’s decisions.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research

Logic for accepting user suggested schedules could be built in the system. The

system should then be able to evaluate the suggested schedule and inform the user

of its effects. Then, if the user makes further changes in the schedule, the system

should be able to update their effects.

Effective situation specific algorithms may be developed for the case study, for

incorporation in the system. For example, the sequencing ofjobs on a machine could

be accomplished by developing an algorithm with the objective of reducing the total

setup time. A learning process could also be implemented in the system for meta-
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level reasoning. That is, over a period of time, the system should be able to change

the priorities of rule firing by learning that a particular rule has been successful more

than another alternative rule. These may be achieved by incorporating scheduling

performance measurement criterla into the system.

To incorporate these algorithms in the system, the integration of the numerical

programming models and the AI programs could be adopted in phases. First, each

approach should be tested individually, then a generic interface module be developed

before building the complete system. ‘
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